






2018 Board of Directors Candidate Sandra Thornton 

1. Which best describes your philosophy regarding the future of Green Valley….keep the status-
quo or become an agent for change and why? 

When I have asked Green Valley residents what they like about Green Valley, they say it 
is because it is a community that is affordable and low key. Many GVR members also 
enjoy the facilities and programs they have access to. As more people move to Green 
Valley, the increasing diversity of residents makes change inevitable. The goal is to 
maintain Green Valley's appeal as the unique community it is while increasing its value as 
a place to live and/or retire. People who want to live in a corporate run retirement 
development do not move to Green Valley. 
 

2. What opportunities and challenges do you see in the future for GVR? 

GVR must be fiscally responsible in managing/maintaining its facilities and general 
operations; expanding existing facilities or building new ones as needed; and providing 
good value/benefits for all its members now and in the future. More transparency and 
open communication between the GVR Board and GVR members is imperative. 
Communication from the GVR Board of Directors has improved with "GVR Now", GVR 
eBlasts and updates. Yet many Board/corporate decisions are made behind closed doors, 
with members simply being informed of what was decided with little or no input from the 
membership as a whole. It is especially important that GVR members who are rarely 
heard from have their issues and concerns with GVR's policies and decisions addressed. 
 

3. As a Director of the Board, what would be one thing you would like to see changed that would 
improve the reputation of the Board? 

I would support any changes in how the GVR Board of Directors and general 
membership communicate that would increase transparency in how GVR does business 
and makes decisions, and would encourage/support more participation of the general 
membership in those decisions. Decisions the Board makes affect the lives and financial 
security of over 23,000 members and their homes. GVR members should be able to email 
GVR Board Directors directly with their concerns, and then receive a timely response. 
 

4. There are several committees which support the Board of Directors. Is there at least one 
committee you would have a specific interest in serving on and why? 

The work of the Planning and Evaluation Committee will be key in furthering the vision 
of GVR to continue providing affordable social, recreational, and educational programs 
and facilities for GVR members. 
 



5. Member dues represents 59.42% of GVR’s FY2018 Operating & Capital Budget. The rest of the 
budget comes from other sources. Should GVR continue to expand non-dues income to help 
keep dues low? If so, what strategies or other sources would you recommend? 

The assumption of this question is that the only way to keep membership dues low is to 
expand non-dues income. GVR has at this time an annual budget of approximately $11 
million dollars. Most of that is from membership dues, new member capital/initial fees, 
and fees collected primarily from GVR members for classes, concerts, and trips. It seems 
that GVR expenses and expenditures have been increasing rapidly for the last few years. 
Accurate, accessible, and understandable reporting of GVR's revenue and expenditures to 
the membership is needed as GVR develops a realistic budget that will keep dues and 
activity expenses affordable for all GVR members. 
 

6. GVR’s 23,000+ members represent approximately 76.7% of Green Valley’s 30,000 residents. 
Do you think GVR should be engaged in community issues that affect all residents, and if so, 
what type of issues? 

GVR certainly needs to be aware of community issues affecting its members, and have a 
representative in organizations such as the Green Valley Council. It does not have the 
authority to speak for all GVR members on any issue. 
 

7. GVR maintains over $30M in capital facilities. Should GVR foster a long-term facilities plan? If 
so, do you have any suggestions how to implement that plan? 

. GVR clearly needs a long-term facilities plan, to make the best possible decisions 
regarding the use, maintenance, and updating of existing facilities and expansion of those 
facilities as needed. GVR also needs to anticipate as much as possible the interests and 
wants of future members. This will be a challenging task, with or without a crystal ball. A 
fiscally responsible three to five year facilities plan seems reasonable, constantly weighted 
again GVR's already existing budget, fiscal responsibilities, and the economic diversity of 
its' members. 
 

8. The tax-exempt, charitable GVR Foundation will assist local economic development and 
tourism through the soon-to-be-released community-based website, RetireArizona.org. Please 
explain why you would or would not support this endeavor. 

Green Valley and Arizona need a positive presence on the Internet that supports 
economic development and tourism while promoting Green Valley as an outstanding 
community to live in. New businesses and residents moving here will increase the 
economic stability and vitality of Green Valley as well as GVR. The amenities, facilities, 
and programs provided by GVR increase the desirability of Green Valley as a great place 
to live. It will be important to maintain a clear distinction between the charitable GVR 
Foundation and GVR, Inc. 
 



9. In your opinion, what are the three (3) most critical issues facing GVR in the next three years? 

1. Changes in GVR members' interests, financial priorities and physical health/abilities as 
they age.  
2. Many GVR members on a fixed income, which means a shrinking income, as cost of 
living expenses increase across the board. GVR needs to keep its membership dues and 
programs affordable for all its' members.  
3. GVR members who do not feel they are being treated fairly: individual homeowners 
who pay full membership dues for one GVR membership card, while a household with 
two members on the deed receives two membership cards; older members who do not 
participate in GVR activities due to age or health-related issues, but are required to pay 
full membership dues forever; and GVR members who own multiple GVR homes, pay 
full membership dues for each home, but if rent the home their tenants have to pay an 
extra fee for a GVR tenant card.  
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